Present: CERN: John Osborne, Wayne Salter: GRYCC: Sandhya Lal, Midhun Lal

Venue: Paddy's Pub, Ferney Voltaire

Agenda / Purpose of the meeting: To agree GRYCC usage of the CERN Cricket Facilities during 2012

It was agreed that GRYCC would have the following slots for training sessions:

Friday Evenings: 6pm to 9pm (starting 20th April 2012)

Saturday mornings: 9am to 11am (unless grass cutting is being done then)

Sunday mornings: 9am to 11:30am (if CERN has a visiting team, ground may have to be freed earlier)

No Swiss Colts matches will take place at CERN, they are now to be scheduled at Cossonay

No training outside these times will be authorized.

All GRYCC fixtures on the CERN ground must be on the CERN fixture list (even those planned for Sunday mornings, as CERN security need to know if non-members from other clubs will be requiring access):

http://club-cricket.web.cern.ch/Club-Cricket/fixtures.html

There should only be one point of contact at GRYCC for all youth fixtures. 2012 that person is Sandhya Lal. Any Youth fixtures must be communicated to CERN fixtures secretary (Tim Goodyear) at the start of the season, or at the very latest 2 weeks in advance. In general CERN will try and make available Saturdays for Youth fixtures (apart from certain weekends e.g. when we have visiting teams). However, in case of conflict CERN adult team takes priority over GRYCC.

CERN requests that the various GRYCC Kit bags are no longer stored in the hut. If necessary, GRYCC could construct a small ‘box’ on the back of the hut for storage.

CERN will be organizing pitch rolling before the start of the season and new netting on the practice cage. (GRYCC will not be asked to contribute towards these costs)

GRYCC members are encouraged to help with the pitch rolling and grass cutting works.

Old mat currently stored behind the hut can be rolled out for kids training for the 2012 season

More senior kids are most welcome to adult training sessions (wed = bowling machine, Thursday = normal nets)

GRYCC confirmed that all children have their own insurance in case of accident / injury, however, it needs to be clarified if GRYCC has insurance against third party damages e.g. car repairs. Note that if any
accident occurs that requires urgent medical attention, the CERN Pompier must be called on 022 767 4444 and NOT the local Pompier.

GRYCC will continue to pay CERN 30CHF per child.

All registered GRYCC members must be ‘represented’ by at least one adult with a valid access badge to enter the CERN Prevessin Ground. Note that the CERN security is being stepped up so it’s essential that all members have valid badges.